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A fluid-type floating vibration isolation system was developed based on anti-resonance

mechanism. The mathematical model was derived for theoretical analysis. The system

enables completely isolate vibration at any specific frequency, when the frequency of

anti-resonance of the floating vibration isolation system is adjusted to the vibration

the inertial force of added mass rather than changing the entire system stiffness, the

robustness of the system’s static stability remains during a tuning process, and the

system can perform vibration isolation superbly at very low frequencies. A prototype of

fluid-type floating vibration isolation system was designed, built and tested to validate

the mathematical model. The experimental results illustrated a good agreement with

the theoretical analysis.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

For a classical linear vibration isolation system, isolation can only take effect at frequencies greater than the square root
of two multiplying the natural frequency of the system. To isolate a vibration at lower frequency, it usually requires lower
natural frequency, which may cause the system unstable due to larger deflection. Constrained by the limitation of the
static deflection and the mass weight in design, a desirable vibration isolator should have highly static stiffness and low
transmissibility of dynamic forces caused by vibration. One of challenges in the vibration isolator design is to attain the
characteristic of a high-static–low-dynamic stiffness (HSLDS).

For passive vibration isolation, HSLDS can be achieved by anti-resonance or using non-linear softening spring [1–3].
The floating vibration isolation system proposed in this paper is based on the mechanism of dynamic anti-resonance.
Dynamic anti-resonance vibration isolators can achieve zero dynamic stiffness at the anti-resonance frequency since the
inertial force cancels the spring force. This mechanism was introduced in references [4–6] and applied in aerospace
industry [7–9]. In automotive industry, a hydraulic engine mounted with inertia track shares the same principle with the
designs of Goodwin [4] and Halwes [5]. In the designing of anti-resonance vibration isolators, leverage was often used to
increase the effective mass of the system and obtain the lower anti-resonance frequency. Comparing with mechanical
leverage, hydraulic ones have advantages of compact arrangement and higher leverage. In this regard, the fluid-type of
anti-resonance vibration isolator offers a better solution.

The main drawback of anti-resonance vibration isolators is that they can only achieve the most effective isolation at a
single frequency. Generally, the excitation frequency is not a constant, due to the environmental or operation conditions
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Nomenclature

a(1) acceleration of the floating body
a(2) acceleration of the fluid container
A(1) oscillating amplitude of acceleration of the

floating body
A(2) oscillating amplitude of acceleration of the

fluid container
B control surface at X¼L/2
B’ control surface at Y¼h

C control surface at Y¼Hþh

CD damping coefficient
CM empirical momentum modified coefficient
CSO control surface at X¼0
CS(x) control surface at X¼x

f(x) drag force acted on the fluid in horizontal gap
between the bottom of the floating body and
fluid container’s cavity

f’ drag force acted on the fluid in the vertical
gap between the sides of floating body and
fluid container’s cavity

F0 amplitude of the excitation force
FD force acted on the floating body due to

damping effect
Fex excitation force
Ff force acted on the floating body by fluid
Fs force acted on the floating body by springs
Ftr forces transferred to the basement by the

floating vibration isolation system
g gravity acceleration
h vertical gap between the bottoms of the

floating body and fluid container’s cavity
h’ floating body’s displacement from the static

equilibrium position.
h0 vertical gap between the bottoms of the

floating body and fluid container’s cavity at
equilibrium

H immersion depth of floating body
H0 immersion depth of floating body at

equilibrium
HSLDS high-static–low-dynamic stiffness
k stiffness of springs that segregate the floating

body from fluid container
k2 stiffness of springs that segregate the fluid

container from the basement
Ke effective stiffness

L length of immersed part of floating body
MA added mass induced by moving fluid
Mc mass of the fluid container
Mf mass of the floating body
O control surface at X¼0
p fluid pressure
p(0) fluid pressure at X¼0
pB’ fluid pressure at B’

p(L/2) fluid pressure at X¼L/2
p(x) fluid pressure at X¼x

SDOF single-degree-of-freedom
T period of excitation
TA force transmissibility of the floating vibration

isolation system
TAA force transmissibility of the floating vibration

isolation system at anti-resonance
T0 allowable transmissibility
U vertical velocity of the floating body
u horizontal velocity of fluid
v vertical velocity of fluid
w gap in horizontal between the floating body

and fluid container
W width of immersed part of floating body
Z local loss coefficient
x non-dimensional damping coefficient
r density of the fluid
o angular frequency of the excitation force
od frequency of damped oscillation
oH the highest frequency at which anti-reso-

nance can occur
oL the lowest frequency of at which anti-reso-

nance can occur
on natural frequency of floating vibration isola-

tion system under conditions that no fluid
exist in the fluid container.

on1 natural frequency of floating vibration isola-
tion system under conditions that the fluid
container is filled by fluid.

on2 anti-resonance frequency of the fluid-type
floating vibration isolation system

os1 the lower stop-band frequency
os2 the higher stop-band frequency
Do stop-band width
O(x) control volume of the fluid in horizontal gap

between the bottom of the floating body and
fluid container’s cavity
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change. As excitation frequency deviates from the anti-resonance frequency, the efficiency of isolation decreases greatly.
Tuning the anti-resonance frequency by adjusting system parameters to adapt to the change of excitation frequency is one
of methods to extend the isolation frequency bandwidth of anti-resonance vibration isolators.

Plooy [10] designed a kind of adjustable pneumatic springs to tune the anti-resonance frequency of the system
compliant with external excitation frequency. Using the tunable stiffness of the pneumatic springs in real time, Plooy
achieved the maximum isolation at a particular vibration frequency in a frequency domain, but it is not suitable for
vibration isolation of two- and multi-frequency components. Yilmaz and Kikuchi [11,12] proposed a concept of anti-
resonant vibration isolators which can isolate vibrations with two- and multi-frequency components. However, Yilmaz
and Kikuchi did not develop real devices and the methods of tuning the anti-resonance frequencies.

A novel fluid-type floating vibration isolator based on anti-resonance principle is presented in this paper. The
motivation is to develop a kind of vibration isolators that can easily tune anti-resonance frequencies, capable to isolate
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very low frequency, and potentially extendable to active control of vibration isolations to cope with varying excitation
frequencies. The anti-resonance frequencies of the presented floating vibration isolation system are adjusted by tuning the
added mass induced by running fluid, which is virtual mass. In this way, rather than changing entire system stiffness, the
stiffness of the isolation system remains constant during a tuning process, so that the proposed system can perform
vibration isolation superbly at very low frequencies. The mathematical model of single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) fluid-
type floating vibration isolation system is presented in Section 2, where the isolation mechanism and the method to adjust
the anti-resonance frequency are addressed. In Section 3, the design variables of the fluid-type floating vibration isolation
system are discussed. The experiment verifications are given in Section 4, and followed with some concluding remarks in
Section 5.
2. Theoretical analysis of fluid-type floating vibration isolation system

We shall describe the mechanical design of the fluid-type floating vibration isolation system. A mathematic model is
established based on the momentum equations. Force transmissibility is derived. Theoretical analysis is carried out to
understand the performance of the system.
2.1. Description of the fluid-type floating vibration isolation system

SDOF fluid-type floating vibration isolation system mainly consists of a fluid container and a floating body in between
filled with the designated quantity of fluid. Springs are used to segregate the floating body from the fluid container as
shown in Fig. 1. The part of floating body immersed in the fluid is a cuboid box with length L, width W and height H.
The width of the fluid container’s cavity is the same as that of immersed part of the floating body. The length of the fluid
container’s cavity is equal to Lþ2w, where w is the gap in horizontal between the floating body and fluid container.
The vertical gap between the bottoms of the floating body and fluid container’s cavity is h. The schematic of the SDOF
fluid-type floating vibration isolation system is shown in Fig. 1.

The working mechanism of the SDOF fluid-type floating vibration isolation system is described as follows. The isolated
mass is mounted on the floating body and the fluid container is fixed on a rigid ground base. In the static state, the isolated
mass and the floating body are suspended by springs and the buoyancy provided by the fluid. To ensure a small static
deflection, high stiffness springs are adopted. The excitation force generated by the isolated mass is transferred to the
floating body directly and then transferred to the fluid container through the springs and the fluid. If damping is ignored,
the dynamic forces transferred to the fluid container simply consist of the spring force and fluid inertia force.
The mechanism of the vibration isolation is to control the fluid inertia force in order to counterbalance with the springs
force, in such a way that the force transmissibility of the SDOF fluid-type floating vibration isolation system can be reduced
to zero. The manner of controlling the fluid inertia force is by means of adjusting the immersed depth of floating body
immersed in the fluid, easily applicable to experiments.
2.2. Mathematical model

For SDOF fluid-type floating vibration isolation system, the fluid container is fixed and only floating body can move up
and down. Considering a dynamic force acted on the floating body, the motion equation of the floating body will be
derived in this section. For simplicity, only vertical motion is considered.
Fig. 1. Schematic of SDOF fluid-type floating vibration isolation system.



Fig. 2. The coordinate system employed to study the fluid motion.
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The forces acted on the floating body include the spring force Fs, fluid force Ff and excitation force Fex. Spring force can
be written as

Fs ¼�kh0 (1)

where k is the stiffness of the springs, h0 the displacement of the floating body from the static equilibrium position. The
resultant force acted on the sides of the floating body by the fluid is zero due to the symmetry of the floating body. So the
fluid force acted on the floating body can be obtained by integrating the fluid pressure on the bottom of the floating body.

The coordinate system shown in Fig. 2 is employed to study the two dimensional motion of the fluid and calculate the
fluid pressure distribution. Considering the symmetry of the structure, we only investigate the fluid in the region X40.
The fluid region at X40 is divided into three sub-sections, which are marked OB (L/24X40, h4Y40), BB’ (L/
2þw4X4L/2, h4Y40) and B0C (L/2þw4X4L/2, Hþh4Y4h), respectively (see in Fig. 2).

The momentum equation on the control volume shown by dashed line in Fig. 2 can be expressed asZ
OðxÞ

r @u

@t
dtþ

Z
CSðxÞ

ru2ds¼

Z
CSO

pds�

Z
CSðxÞ

pds�f ðxÞ (2)

where r is the density of the fluid, u the horizontal velocity of the fluid, p the fluid pressure, f(x) the drag force acted on the
fluid in the control volume by the fluid container and the floating body. The symbol O(x) represents the control volume,
CSO, CS(x) represent the control surface at X¼0 and X¼x, respectively. For incompressible fluid, continuity condition
requires Z h

0
uðx, YÞdx¼�Ux (3)

where U is the vertical velocity of the floating body. Assumption that the fluid pressure in OB is a function of x (i.e., p¼p(x))
is reasonable if Lch. Substituting Eq. (3) and p¼p(x) into Eq. (2), gives the pressure distribution in OB

pðxÞ ¼ pð0Þþ
r
2h

dU

dt
x2�CMr

U2x2

h2
�

f ðxÞ

Wh
(4)

where CM is an empirical momentum modified coefficient with the order of one, p(0) the fluid pressure at X¼0. The effect
of f(x) can be considered as damping. The following will give the method to determine p(0).

The momentum equation on B’C is written asZ
B0C
r @v

@t
dtþ

Z
C
rv2ds�

Z
B0
rv2ds¼

Z
B0

pds�

Z
C

pds�f 0�rgðH�H0ÞWw (5)

where v is the vertical velocity of the fluid, g the gravity acceleration, f’ the drag force acted on the fluid in B’C by the fluid
container and the floating body, H0 the immersed depth of floating body in equilibrium, B’,C represent the control surface
at Y¼h and Y¼Hþh, respectively. The vertical fluid velocity in B’C can be related to the vertical velocity of the floating
body by continuity condition

2

Z L=2þw

L=2
vdx¼�UL (6)

The dynamic pressure on the free surface C equals zero. Based on Eqs. (5) and (6), the mean pressure on surface B0 can
be approximately expressed as

pB0 ¼ �
r
2

dU

dt

H

w
Lþ

f 0

Ww
þrgðH�H0Þ (7)
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The motion of fluid in B’B is very complex and energy dissipation must be considered in this region. We use an
empirical formula to describe the relationship between pB’ and the pressure on surface at X¼L/2

pB0�pðL=2Þ ¼
Z
2
rU9U9 (8)

where Z is an local loss coefficient. The value of p(0) can be obtained by solving Eq. (4) with Eqs. (7) and (8)

pð0Þ ¼ �
r
2

dU

dt

L2

4h
þ

HL

w

 !
þrgðH�H0Þþ

f 0

Ww
þ

f ðL=2Þ

Wh
þ

CMr
4

L2

h2
U2
�
Z
2
r9U9U (9)

The relationship between H and h’ is given by the continuity condition

H¼H0� 1þ
L

2w

� �
h0 (10)

The dynamic fluid force acted on the floating body is calculated by the following integration

Ff ¼ 2W

Z L=2

0
pðxÞdx (11)

Substituting Eqs. (4), (9) and (10) into Eq. (11), leads to the expression of Ff

Ff ¼�
r
2

dU

dt

WL3

6h
þ

WHL2

w

 !
�rgWL 1þ

L

2w

� �
h0 þFD,

FD ¼
f 0L

w
þ

f ðL=2ÞL

h
�

2
R L=2

0 f ðxÞdx

h
þ

CMrU2

6

L2

h2
�
r
2
Z Uj jU

 !
WL (12)

Where FD represents the damping effect. For linear problem, FD is expressed as a simple form

FD ¼�CDU (13)

where CD is a damping coefficient.
The forces transferred to the basement by the floating vibration isolation system are equal to the forces acted on the

fluid container by fluid and springs, which can be expressed as

Ftr ¼
r
2

dU

dt

WL3

6h
þ

WHL2

w

 !
þ kþrgWL 1þ

L

2w

� �� �
h0�FD (14)

The motion equation of the floating body is

Mf
dU

dt
¼ FsþFf þFex (15)

where Mf is the mass of the floating body. Substituting the expression of Fs, Ff gives

Mf þ
r
2

WL3

6h
þ

WHL2

w

 !" #
dU

dt
¼� kþrgWL 1þ

L

2w

� �� �
h0 þFDþFex (16)

Eq. (16) is a nonlinear equation. Considering small amplitude vibration, Eq. (16) can be simplified to the following linear
equation

ðMf þMAÞ
d2h0

dt2
¼�Keh0�CD

dh0

dt
þFex,

MA ¼
r
2

WL3

6h0
þ

WH0L2

w

 !
,

Ke ¼ kþrgWL 1þ
L

2w

� �
,

dh0

dt
¼U (17)

where MA is the added mass induced by moving fluid, Ke the effective stiffness, H0, h0 the value of H, h at equilibrium,
respectively.

2.3. Force transmissibility

For linear system, excitation force can be decomposed to a series of harmonic vibrations. The excitation force is written
as the following complex form

Fex ¼ F0eiot (18)
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where F0, o is the amplitude and the frequency of the excitation force respectively. Substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (17), the
solution of h’ is given as

h0 ¼ e�xon1tðX0eiodtþX0
0 e�iodtÞþX1eiot

x¼
CD

2on1½Mf þMA�

od ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�x2

q
on1, on1 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ke

Mf þMA

s

X1 ¼
F0

Ke½1�ðo=on1Þ
2
þ ið2xo=on1Þ�

(19)

where X0, X0
0 depend on the initial conditions. Substituting the expression of h’ in stable state into Eq. (14), gives the forces

transferred to the basement by the floating vibration isolation system

Ftr ¼
½1�ðo=on2Þ

2
þ ið2xo=on1Þ�

½1�ðo=on1Þ
2
þ ið2xo=on1Þ�

F0eiot , on2 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ke

MA

s
(20)

The force transmissibility of the floating vibration isolation system is calculated as

TA ¼
Ftrj j

Fexj j
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� o

on

� �2 o2
n

o2
n2

� �2

þ 2x o
on

� �2
1þ o2

n

o2
n2

� �s
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� o
on

� �2
1þ o2

n

o2
n2

� �� �2

þ 2x o
on

� �2
1þ o2

n

o2
n2

� �s , on ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ke

Mf

s
(21)

According to (21), variations of TA with o at different parameters are shown in Fig. 3. Under the conditions that no fluid
exists in the fluid container, the fluid-type floating vibration isolation system becomes a classical linear vibration isolation
system. The force transmissibility of classical linear vibration isolation system with natural frequency on is also shown in
Fig. 3. As fluid container is filled by fluid, the natural frequency of the system shifts to on1 due to effect of the added mass
Fig. 3. Variation of force transmissibility with excitation frequency, (a) x¼0.01, (b) x¼0.1.
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induced by moving fluid. The anti-resonance frequency of the fluid-type floating vibration isolation system is on2, at which
the inertia forces induced by fluid are equal to the spring forces. It is easy to know that on1oon2oon according to the
definition ofon1,on2 and on (see in Eqs. (19–21)). It can be seen in Fig.3 that the maximum TA occurs at about o¼on1 and
the minimum TA occurs at about o¼on2 for small damping. At o¼on2, very low TA can be achieved.

In order to isolate lower frequency vibration, smaller value of on2/on is required. Considering o2
n2=o2

n ¼Mf =MA, one
can achieve smaller on2/on by decreasing the mass ratio of the floating body to that induced by running fluid. According to
the expression of the added mass induced by running fluid given in Eq. (17), it indicates that smaller value of w/H0 leads to
larger MA. Thus, the attenuation of low frequency vibration can be easily implemented by designing a smaller w. The value
of MA can be adjusted by changing H0, which can be achieved by extracting fluid from (or injecting fluid into) fluid
container. In this way, it is easy to tune anti-resonance frequency of the floating vibration isolation system towards the
minimum force transmissibility condition o¼on2. As the anti-resonance frequency is given, the corresponding H0 can be
calculated by the following formula

H0 ¼
2kw

o2
n2rWL2

þ
2gw

o2
n2L
þ

g

o2
n2

�
Lw

6h0
(22)

As the value of H0 increase, the increment ratio of the real mass of fluid to the added mass induced by running fluid is
L2/(2w)2. So adjusting MA leads to little change of the real mass of fluid as Lcw. One advantage of the presented vibration
isolation system is that the stiffness remains constant and the real mass of the system has little change during a tuning
process. The limitation is that it is only efficient to isolate single frequency vibration and the efficiency of it to isolate
multi-frequency vibrations is not ideal.
3. The design variables of fluid-type floating vibration isolation system

Based on the theoretical analysis in Section 2, the main design variables that control the isolation behavior of floating
vibration isolation system are k, H0, w, h0, L and damping. In this section, the relationships between these variables and the
isolation behavior of floating vibration isolation system will be discussed.

As external vibration frequency equals anti-resonance frequency, the force transmissibility of the floating vibration
isolation system can approach zero in the absence of damping. According to (22), the anti-resonance frequency depends on
the design variables k, H0, w, h0, L. After fluid-type floating vibration isolation system is constructed, the values of k, w, h0, L

are fixed. The anti-resonance frequency can only be adjusted by changing the immersed depth of floating body in
equilibrium H0. The minimum value of H0 is zero and the maximum value of H0 is limited by the size requirement. The
design objective of fluid-type floating vibration isolation system is to achieve anti-resonance for larger range of external
vibration frequency under the constraints of weight, static deflection and size.

The value of L, which is constrained by the size requirement, is used to normalize H0, w and h0. The larger value of h0

allows to isolate the higher frequency vibration, but the size of the floating vibration isolation system will increase with
the increase of h0. In this paper, h0 is fixed at 0.1L and relationships between k, H0, w and external vibration frequency are
discussed. The spring stiffness k, external vibration frequency o and gravity acceleration g are normalized by Mfg/L, on and
o2

nL, respectively. According to (22), the variation of normalized H0 with external vibration frequency under the conditions
of anti-resonance is obtained and shown in Fig.4. It is seen that the value of H0 must increase with the decrease of the
external vibration frequency in order to achieve anti-resonance. The minimum H0 is zero. Considering the size limitation,
the maximum H0 is chosen to be 0.5L in this paper. The value of o corresponding to H0¼0 is the highest frequency at
which anti-resonance can occur, denoted as oH. The value of o corresponding to H0¼0.5L is the lowest frequency at which
anti-resonance can occur, denoted as oL. The range of external vibration frequency within which anti-resonance can
happen is oLooooH.

In order to extend the range of external vibration frequency in which anti-resonance takes place, the value of oL must
be as low as possible and the value of oH must be as high as possible. The value of oL, oH can be controlled by w/L.
Decreasing w/L can decrease oL and increase oH. So decreasing w/L can widen frequency band of isolation. If w/L is small
enough, the spring stiffness k had little effect on the value of oL, oH. Setting large spring stiffness is favorable to the system
stability because the static deflection is small.

As mentioned above, the force transmissibility of the floating vibration isolation system at anti-resonance, denoted as
TAA, can approach zero if damping is ignorable. If damping takes effect, the value of TAA will be greater than zero. Fig.5 gives
the variation of TAA with the non-dimensional damping coefficient. It is seen that force transmissibility at anti-resonance
increases as non-dimensional damping coefficient increases. In order to obtain small force transmissibility at anti-
resonance, especially for lower frequency vibration isolation, small non-dimensional damping coefficient is recommended.

Except for the value of transmissibility, the width of stop-band in which maximum transmissibility is allowable is also
concerned by designers. The following will discuss the effect of damping on the stop-band of the floating vibration
isolation system. As the allowable transmissibility T0 is given, the lower stop-band frequency os1 and the higher stop-band
frequency os2 can be obtained by the formula (21). The stop-band width Do can be calculated by Do¼os2�os1. The
variation of os1 and os2 with the non-dimensional damping coefficient is shown in Fig.6. It is seen that the maximum
stop-band width occurs at zero non-dimensional damping coefficient. As non-dimensional damping coefficient is less than



Fig. 4. The variation of H0 with external vibration frequency under the conditions of anti-resonance, Mf/rWL2
¼1, g=o2

nL¼ 0.01, (a) k/(Mfg/L)¼100,

(b) k/(Mfg/L)¼200, (c) k/(Mfg/L)¼300, (d) k/(Mfg/L)¼400.

Fig. 5. The variation of TAA with the non-dimensional damping coefficient.
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0.02, stop-band width almost remain a constant. In the case that non-dimensional damping coefficient is greater than 0.02,
stop-band width decreases with the increase of non-dimensional damping coefficient.

In the view of decreasing the transmissibility and increasing the stop-band width, damping should be as small as
possible. However, damping is useful to decay the effect of initial conditions. It is analyzed in Section 2 that the inertia
forces induced by fluid can cancel the spring forces only in the steady state. Due to the effect of initial conditions, the
inertia forces cannot be equal to the spring forces initially. Larger initial force transmissibility may occur even if the
excitation frequency equals the anti-resonance frequency of the floating vibration isolation system. If there is no damping,
the effect of initial conditions cannot be decayed and force transmissibility will remain large value. Damping can decay the
effect of initial conditions and make the system steady. Fig.7 shows the decayed evolution of vibration isolation process at
anti-resonance. For the case shown in Fig.7, the period of excitation is designated as T, the initial velocity and displacement
of the floating body is zero. It is seen that the effect of initial conditions can be decayed quickly with the increase of non-
dimensional damping coefficient.



Fig. 6. The variation of os1 and os2 with the non-dimensional damping coefficient for four allowable transmissibility, (a) T0¼0.1, (b) T0¼0.15, (c) T0¼0.2,

(d) T0¼0.25.

Fig. 7. The decayed evolution of vibration isolation process at anti-resonance for four non-dimensional damping coefficient, (a) x¼0.1, (b) x¼0.05,

(c) x¼0.01, (d) x¼0.005.

L. Chunrong et al. / Journal of Sound and Vibration 331 (2012) 4691–4703 4699
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4. Experiment verifications

4.1. Experimental apparatus and method

A prototype of fluid-type floating vibration isolation system (see in Fig.8) was designed, built and tested to validate the
mathematical model. The floating body and the fluid container of the floating vibration isolation system were made of
Perspex. The length and the width of the floating body immersed in the fluid are 200 mm and 300 mm, respectively. The
gap in horizontal between the floating body and fluid container is 50 mm and the vertical gap between the bottoms of the
floating body and fluid container’s cavity is 100 mm. The mass of the floating body and the fluid container are 19 kg and
21 kg, respectively. The stiffness of springs that segregate the floating body from the fluid container is 41,000 N m�1.
Springs with stiffness of 12,2248 N m�1 are used to segregate the fluid container from the basement. The floating body
was excited by an actuator with frequencies range from 4 Hz to 20 Hz. Acceleration of the floating body and the fluid
container was measured by 100 mV g�1 PCB ICP accelerometers.

The measured acceleration of the floating body and the fluid container a(j) is fitted with the following expression:

aðjÞ ¼ AðjÞcosðotþfðjÞÞ (23)

where o is the angular frequency of the excitation, A(j) is the amplitude and f(j)is the phase angle, j is index (j¼1
represents floating body, j¼2 represents fluid container). Fig.9 shows the time history of a(j) for the case of o/2p¼8 Hz,
H0¼120 mm. It is seen that the fitting data agrees well with the measured data. As the value of A(j) and f(j) are obtained
by the measured data, the force transmissibility of the floating vibration isolation system can be calculated by

TA ¼
k2=o2�Mc

	 

Að2Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðMf cosðjð1Þ�jð2ÞÞAð1Þ�ðk2=o2�McÞAð2ÞÞ
2
þðMf sinðjð1Þ�jð2ÞÞAð1ÞÞ2

q (24)

where Mc is the mass of the fluid container, k2 the stiffness of springs that segregate the fluid container from the basement.
Fig. 8. Prototype of a fluid-type floating vibration isolation system.

Fig. 9. The time history of acceleration of the floating body and the fluid container.



Table 1
The amplitude of acceleration of the floating body and the fluid container.

Excitation frequencies 4 Hz 5 Hz 6 Hz 7 Hz 8 Hz 9 Hz 10 Hz

A(1) 0.140 g 0.363 g 0.579 g 0.328 g 0.162 g 0.211 g 0.150 g

A(2) 0.0445 g 0.055 g 0.0892 g 0.0516 g 0.0216 g 0.201 g 0.093 g

Fig. 10. The variation of force transmissibility with excitation frequency (comparison of theory and experiment), H0¼120 mm.

Fig. 11. The relationship of anti-resonance frequency with H0.
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4.2. Comparison of experimental model with theoretical one

It is noted that the fluid container is assumed to be static in theoretical analysis. In order to use experimental model to
verify the theoretical one, the condition that the acceleration of fluid container is much smaller than that of floating body
(i.e.,A 2ð Þ{A 1ð Þ) must be satisfied. Table 1 gives the values of A(1), A(2) for different excitation frequencies in the case of
H0¼120 mm. It is seen that the condition of A 2ð Þ{A 1ð Þ can be satisfied for lower frequency excitations. Set non-
dimensional damping coefficient x to 0.05, the force transmissibility of the presented floating vibration isolation system
was given by the theory and compared with that obtained by the measured acceleration of the floating body and the fluid
container (see in Fig.10). For lower frequency vibration, good agreement of theory and experiment was seen.

At anti-resonance, the acceleration of fluid container is very small because the dynamic force transferred to the fluid
container by the floating body approaches zero. Thus the experimental model can be used to verify the theoretical one in
the anti-resonance condition. For a given H0, the force transmissibility with different excitation frequencies were obtained
by experiments. The frequency at which minimum force transmissibility occurs is chosen as anti-resonance frequency. The
experiments corresponding to a series of H0 were carried out. The relationship of anti-resonance frequency with H0 were
obtained and compared with that given by theory (see in Fig.11). It is seen that the experimental results agree well with
the theoretical ones.



Fig. 12. Comparison of the acceleration of the fluid container at optimum H0 with that of classical double layered vibration isolator, (a) o/2p¼6 Hz,

H0¼17 cm, (b) o/2p¼7 Hz, H0¼13.5 cm, (c) o/2p¼12 Hz, H0¼2 cm, (d) o/2p¼15 Hz, H0¼0.5 cm.
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4.3. Comparison of presented model with classical double layered vibration isolator

In order to show advantages of the presented model, it was compared with the classical double layered vibration
isolation system. Under the conditions that no fluid exists in the fluid container, the presented experimental model
becomes a classical double layered vibration isolation system. So the vibration isolation behaviors of the presented models
with and without fluid in the fluid container were investigated experimentally. For the harmonic vibration with a specific
frequency, the dynamic force transferred to the base by the vibration isolation system is proportional to the acceleration of
the fluid container. So the acceleration of the fluid container is employed to evaluate vibration isolation efficiency of two
vibration isolation systems (classical double layered vibration isolation system and the presented experimental model).

The acceleration of the fluid container with and without fluid in the fluid container under the same amplitude and
frequency of the excitation forces were measured. According to the theoretical analysis, there exists an optimum H0, at
which very low force transmissibility can be obtained. In experiments, very small acceleration of the fluid container can be
observed as H0 is adjusted to a suitable value. Fig.12 gives the comparison of the acceleration of the fluid container at
optimum H0 with that of classical double layered vibration isolator in four cases. The amplitudes of the excitation forces in
these cases are 20 N and the frequencies are 6 Hz, 7 Hz, 12 Hz and 15 Hz, respectively. It can be seen from Fig.12 that the
acceleration of the fluid container of the presented model is much smaller than that of classical double layered vibration
isolator at any specific frequency.
5. Conclusions

A novel fluid-type floating vibration isolation system was presented in this paper. The presented floating vibration
isolation system can isolate vibration at very low frequency based on anti-resonance mechanism. The robustness of the
system’s static stability maintains during a tuning process, because the approach only alters the inertial force of added
mass rather than changing the entire system stiffness. The isolation performances and the effects of design parameters of
the floating vibration isolation system were theoretically analyzed and experimentally verified. The following conclusions
were drawn:
(1)
 The presented floating vibration isolation system can achieve anti-resonance on a wide range of frequency band by
changing the immersed depth of floating body. Under the condition of anti-resonance the force transmissibility can
approach to zero if damping is ignorable.
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(2)
 The system can perform vibration isolation superbly at very low frequency. A key parameter for achieving this
performance in design is the gap (in horizontal) between the floating body and fluid container. The smaller gap enables
the system to isolate vibration at the lower frequency.
(3)
 The isolation performance of the proposed floating vibration isolation system was verified by both the theoretical
analysis and experiment. The excellent performance indicates a great potential in real applications.
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